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The Update
A biweekly roundup of news in the Department of Asian Studies
For our Students, Faculty and Staff

2015 Asian Studies Career Night
Are you interested in finding out what careers exist in Asian Studies? Annually, we invite some of
our most notable alumni back to UBC just to answer your questions and share their stories
about what they did after graduating. Our Careers Nights are famous for our free and
scrumptious catered dinners, invaluable advice from our amazing alumni, and our awesome free
Asian Studies swag!
* Ask the burning questions about what a degree in Asian Studies has to offer!
* Meet your fellow undergraduates and learn about their career and academic plans!
* Gain an excellent headstart in planning your next move during and after UBC!

Tuesday, February 3rd, 2015
Asian Centre Auditorium, 1871 West Mall
6:00 – 8:00 pm (Registration required)
Open to students who have declared or are interested in declaring a major in Asian Studies.
Here are the profiles for a few of the many inspiring alumni we will be hosting. Further
information, including an RSVP form as well as the full list of alumni can be accessed at the Asian
Studies website:
Paula Bennett, BA ‘ 73, has been working for various departments related
to Immigration Canada since 1973. She has worked all around the world,
from the US to Africa to Asia, and, before retiring, was most recently the
First Secretary for the Embassy of Canada in Beijing. Although Paula has
now retired in Vancouver she has been on contract at our embassies in the
Philippines, the Dominican Republic and Chile over the last year.
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Jan Jettel, BA ’05, MBA ’12. Following his graduation from UBC, Jan moved to Seoul, South
Korea, and worked as a business journalist at The Korea Times and the
German Chamber of Commerce. He then moved to Frankfurt, Germany
to work as a management consultant at KPMG for three years, before
returning to UBC in 2010 to get an MBA at the Sauder School of
Business. He is currently a manager at a ChineseCanadian mining
equipment manufacturer in Vancouver, developing global business
relationships. Jan considers his minor in Korean language & literature the
most memorable part of his UBC education.

Kyubak Lee, BA ’11 currently works in the field of
FX risk management and treasury services with
Cambridge Mercantile Group. His primary role is to
provide foreign exchange (fx) risk management
services; specifically using forwards and options
based hedging products to help and guide clients to
mitigate their fx risk. He is able to use his experience
and the education of an Asian Area Studies major
and directly apply them to his line of work in
identifying crosscountry risks and pressure points,
and successfully reduce them for his clients.

Further information can be found here>>

Annual Chinese Lunar New Year's Celebration!
The Department of Asian Studies presents their Annual Chinese Lunar New Year Celebration, a
joyous opportunity for heritage and nonheritage learners to demonstrate their Chinese
language skills through songs, stories and comical performances. In conjunction with the main
event, we will also offer Chinese cultural activities and food for everyone to enjoy.

Friday, February 13th, 2015
10am – 3:30pm
Auditorium, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall
More details will be available shortly on the Asian Studies website>>

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=650182&q=0&qz=17bfd6
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Upcoming Screenings: 'Project Fukushima!' & 'The
Nuclear Village'
As part of the Japanese Language Programme’s efforts to raise awareness of how the Tohoku
region residents in Japan strive to cope with the challenges caused by the triple disaster in March
2011, we will be showing two documentaries from directors Otomo Yoshihide and Emily Taguchi
respectively.

Wednesday, January 21st, 2015
5:00 – 7:00 pm
Asian Centre Auditorium, 1871 West Mall
Find more information on the films here >>

Zhang Yang and Sixth Generation Representations of
Filiality in Chinese Cinema
The Centre for Chinese Research will be hosting Dr. Christopher Lupke of Washington State
University for a talk on the Confucian notion of filiality (xiao), and how it is represented in
Chinese film.
As one of the most fundamental concepts in classical Chinese philosophy, filiality has played a
huge role in influencing the social order of Chinese society. However, with the attempted
transition of China into modernity in the early 20th century, the notion of filiality came under
fire from iconoclast intellectuals. A result of this ongoing process has been the increased
emphasis on the nuclear family as the basic social unit, which has undermined the longstanding
concept of filiality. However, behavior that is dictated by notions of filiality is still exhibited in all
forms of social interaction. Dr. Lupke examines the relationship between a changing society and
the values that previously informed its behavior by analyzing Sunflower, a 2004 film by Zhang
Yang that illustrates the disintegration of the family as a product of the Cultural Revolution.
Thursday, January 22, 2015
4:00 pm
Room 120, C. K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=650182&q=0&qz=17bfd6
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Two days prior to Dr. Lupke's talk, he will be hosting a workshop on his translations of poems of
the contemporary Chinese poet Xiao Kaiyu. Anyone interested in participating should RSVP
to Bruce Rusk to obtain advance copies of the material.
Tuesday, January 20, 2015
4:00  5:30 pm
Room 604, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall

Public Lecture: Buddhism and Gagaku
The Department will soon be hosting Dr. LeRon Harrison for a lecture on Buddhism and Gagaku.
Gagaku is the music of the Japanese court, and like Buddhism, was imported into Japan from
the Asian continent. Dr. Harrison himself has been playing gagaku for 11 years, and his lecture
will focus on Japanese Court Poetry and its appropriation of Chinese poetics.

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=650182&q=0&qz=17bfd6
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Thursday, February 5th, 2015
4:00  5:30pm
CK Choi 120, 1855 West Mall, Vancouver

2015 Japanese Speech Contest
The contest is open to BC & Yukon residents who speak Japanese as a foreign or second
language. Applications are due on Friday, January 30th, 2015 at 5pm.

Learn more about the 2015 Japanese Speech Contest >>
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=650182&q=0&qz=17bfd6
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UBC ASIA Club's Annual Professor Tea
The UBC Asian Studies Interest Association (ASIA) would like to invite you to our annual
Professor Tea event! This is a great opportunity to reconnect with Asian Studies undergraduates,
graduates and faculty and discuss ideas, experiences, and potential future opportunities in a
casual setting. Refreshments will be provided.

Tuesday, February 10, 2015
2:00  4:00pm
Free for ASIA Club members, $2 for nonmembers
RSVP requested.
Auditorium, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall, UBC
Find more information and RSVP here>>

OnCampus Events
Tuesday, January 20, 2015
Of Rice and Roots
Ballroom, Student Union Building, 6138 Student Union Boulevard
6:30  9:30 pm
Sufism and Religious Boundaries in Contemporary Pakistan: Local Perspectives on Global Matters
Michael Ames Theatre, Museum of Anthropology, 6393 NW Marine Drive
5:30  7:00 pm
Wednesday, January 21, 2015
Documentary Screenings: 'Project Fukushima!' & 'The Nuclear Village'
Auditorium, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall
5:00  7:00 pm
IAR Asia Pacific Forum: Charlie Hebdo and Freedom of Speech in the Asia Pacific
Room 120, C. K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
11:30  1:00 pm
Religious Networks in Anthropological Perspectives: A Discussion Session
CISAR Library, C. K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
10:30  2:00 pm
Thursday, January 22, 2015
Ethnographic Fieldwork in South Asia: A Graduate Student Workshop led by the French Scholar,
Dr. Remy Delage
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=650182&q=0&qz=17bfd6
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Room 120, C. K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
11:30  2:00 pm
Friday, January 23, 2015
Modern Times in North Korea: Scenes from the Founding Years
Room 120, C. K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
3:30  5:00 pm
Tuesday, January 27, 2015
Premodern Japanese Cosmetic Culture
Room 604, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall
12:30  1:30 pm
Friday, January 30, 2015
Bhavanjali: A LectureDemonstration to Indian Classical Music
Room 120, C. K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
7:00  8:30 pm
Multipolarity and Globalization: Incompatible Pairing?
Room 120, C. K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
12:15  2:00 pm
Tuesday, February 3rd, 2015
2015 Annual Asian Studies Careers Night
Details: TBA
Thursday, March 5th, 2015
2015 Harjit Kaur Sidhu Memorial Program, which will feature Punjabi theatre activist, Samuel
John.
Details: TBA
Friday, March 6th, 2015
The South Asia Conference of the Pacific Northwest will be hosted by UBC, with a special lecture
by Canadian author Shauna Singh Baldwin.
Details: TBA

OffCampus Events
Thursday, January 29th, 2015
Rape & Redemption: The Changing Landscape of Gendered Discourses in Contemporary India
Fletcher Challenge Theater, SFU Harbour Centre, 515 W. Hastings St.

Student Opportunities
No plans for Reading Week? Volunteer to participate in a 3day community project at a local
school or nonprofit organization! 17 different project themes are available, so you're sure to
find something that aligns with your interests.
Barker Award for Undergraduate Travel to Conferences: Request for Nominations. If you have
any nominees for this award, please send the 1) name and student number of the student you
wish to nominate, 2) information about the conference at which the student will be presenting a
paper, including the title of the paper and confirmation that it has been accepted for
presentation. (A link to the conference program would be acceptable.) and 3) a brief statement
(23 sentences) about why this student deserves consideration and support to Lois Nightingale.
Call for papers: The International Journal of Political Science and Development IJPSD is currently
accepting manuscripts for publication.
Dr. Yves Tiberghien, Head of the Institute of Asian Research and Political Science Professor, is
offering an opportunity for students to join him in Chongqing, China for a threeweek course on
the modern Chinese political climate
JOB POSTING  IT Support Analyst  Japanese speaking (work from home)

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=650182&q=0&qz=17bfd6
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Call for Papers: International Conference on Social Sciences and Humanities

Alumni Spotlight: Paula Bennett, B.A. '73
For this issue of the Update we included an interview with
alumnus Paula Bennett. Ms. Bennett worked as First
Secretary for the Embassy of Canada in Beijing. She will be
one of our featured alumni at our upcoming Asian Studies
Career Night!
Linkedin
Please tell us a bit about yourself. Where do you live?
What are you currently doing?
Since September 2011 I have been working in the visa
section of the Canadian Embassy in Beijing. I am responsible
for our risk assessment unit that deals with fraud in the visa
program as well as our quality assurance program.
Did you always know you wanted to work in public
service? What was your career path like to get there? Did you have formal education
or training?
I have been working since April 1973 for various departments related to Immigration. I was
hired while still a student at UBC so I never really got the chance to decide what I wanted to do
after graduation. I was studying Japanese and doing my Honours thesis when Mr. Gonnami in
the AsianStudies library told me about a job advertised in the local Japanese paper. The
requirement was for someone who spoke Japanese and French to work for Immigration at
Vancouver Airport. It was the Department of Manpower and Immigration at the time. I applied
and got the job and started working on the 16th of April. I have never looked back.
How did you start working abroad?
My first overseas assignment was in April 1975 when I was sent to Hong Kong to interview
Vietnamese boat people. That was all it took for me to want to continue working abroad
whenever I could. I had a second assignment in Manila, Philippines the following year. Both of
these were short assignments after which I returned to work in Vancouver.
In 1993 I took my family to Kenya for a three year assignment in Nairobi, where we stayed until
1996. I travelled to many places in Africa from Eritrea to South Africa.
Since then I have worked in Washington, DC, Singapore, Tokyo and now Beijing. Of course,
Tokyo was my dream assignment where I felt so at home. As part of my Japanese studies I had
spent two years in Japan.
How is working and living abroad as a foreigner?
Living abroad makes one grateful for how good we have it in Canada. It also gives us the
wonderful opportunity to see the world and to experience other rich cultures. Being a
representative for Immigration can be incredibly rewarding.
Pros: travel, learn languages, making many friends from all over the world and sometimes re
connecting on subsequent assignments, it was enriching for my children who were with me in
Kenya.
Cons: missing family, being far away when there are family emergencies, not having family close
when you have an emergency, security in some countries is an issue and pollution is a concern
in China.
Any Advice for other alumni that hope to go abroad?
I guess my best advice is to be openminded and don’t go abroad hoping or expecting it to be like
home. If that is what you want, stay home. Living abroad can be incredibly enriching.
What is one of your funniest or awkward mistakes as a foreigner?
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=650182&q=0&qz=17bfd6
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I have had lots of fun abroad. Hard to think of any one incident but when in Japan travelling
with Japanese friends, if I ask a person on the street a question in Japanese, the person will
always respond to my friend rather than to me. This is only odd if you know how colloquial my
Japanese is!

We Welcome your Submissions
If you have a story that you would like featured in our biweekly update please submit your story
here.

Missed an Update?
All past newsletters may be found here.
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